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We propose to evaluate two structures of a semi-distributed model using spatial consistency of simulated intercatchment groundwater flows (IGF). The idea is that the water that is lost in one place should be recovered somewhere else within the catchment to guarantee a spatially consistent water balance in time.

The semi-distributed model GRSD is based on an implementation of a lumped daily GR5J model (5 parameters) on each subcatchment. GR5J is composed of two stores: a production store (capacity $X1$) and a routing store (capacity $X3$), which is filled by the output of a unit hydrograph (of time base $X4$). Two other parameters, $X2$ and $X5$, are used to quantify the IGF. Outflow simulations of upstream catchments are routed downstream using a streamflow celerity (parameter $C$).

We propose to evaluate two structures of a semi-distributed model using spatial consistency of simulated intercatchment groundwater flows (IGF). Outflow simulations of upstream catchments are routed downstream using a streamflow celerity (parameter $C$).

IGF spatial consistency
- The two model structures give totally different maps of intercatchment groundwater flows.
- Structure 1: most of the catchments are leaking.
- Structure 2: leakage concerns mostly upstream catchments whereas downstream catchments are gaining water (spatial consistency).

Water balance analysis
- Structure 1: most of the water that is released to the groundwater is never recovered somewhere else.
- Structure 2: enables to nearly close the water balance for one of the two calibration periods.
- New constraints have to be found on the model structure and calibration in order to reinforce this spatial consistency.